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24 GeV protons showers: Light Transmission loss LT0 -> LT

• in PbWO4  μIND = 4.5 x μIND in LYSO1) 2)

• λ-4 dependence ⇔ Rayleigh Scattering2)

• Scattering centers: tracks due to fission fragments

Prediction of Rayleigh Scattering ratio
•Rayleigh Scattering assumes spheres. Here, we have dipole-shaped tracks, randomly oriented
•Cannot determine a sharp cut, but we know O(λ/10): look at quantities vs. segment Lcut value 

Tracks are caused by heavy fragments 
 In inorganic crystals1)5)

• Tracks (●) formed for projectile A > 30
• No tracks (◦) formed for projectile A < 20
• Material-specific ionization density threshold,

~ common for all heavy fragments, see    56Fe

~ 1x105 MeV/cm needed to create a track!

Segments
•Consecutive steps merged if dE/dx>105 MeV/cm
•Segments =  “objects” making light scatter
•Track: several segments separated by lower  
dE/dx gaps

•Fragments with A > 40 and highest Ekin are  
the ones that reach a sufficient dE/dx

•Ekin /A > 10 keV required to remove fragments  
that do not move from their location in the lattice:
Δxmax = 10 keV/(105 MeV/cm) = 10 Å ~ cell size

G. Dissertori, C. Martín Pérez *, F. Nessi-Tedaldi (ETH Zürich, Switzerland)
*Now at Laboratoire Leprince-Ringuet, Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France 

Infinitesimal steps  
   In CeF3 no heavy

fragments with
dE/dx > 105 MeV/cm 
in agreement with  
measurements7) of  
no hadron-specific damage  
      PbWO4 and LYSO: heavy fragments with dE/dx > 105 MeV/cm
      present, as needed to create tracks

Rayleigh
Scattering

         d = scatterer dimensions
  λPWO = 430 nm,  λLYSO = 420 nm
  nPWO = 2.2,          nLYSO = 1.82
  Measured ratio: Rμ = 4.5 ± 0.2
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Ionisation spike
model4)

1)  A charged particle
causes ionisation

2)  Ions ejected by
 Coulomb repulsion

3)  A region of disorder
remains, and bulk  
damage can be  
simulated

 Predicting hadron-specific damage from fast hadrons in 
crystals for calorimetry 

Visual evidence3)

• Laser light is scattered and 
polarised in PbWO4 and LYSO

• Direct  
visualisation  
of tracks by  
etching

Segment length distributions  
and segments per track
• In average, 1.3 segments  

per track, in agreement with  
experimental observations8)9)

• Use to determine the track  
length to compare with  
measurements

RS ratio from simulations compared to experimental results3)

•Measured surface track density φ = 1.8x10-6 tracks/p for PbWO4
•Simulated track density ρtrack = 2.6 x 10-3 tracks cm-3 /(p cm-2)
•Average track length  
  <L> = φ /ρtrack = 7 μm as observed,    which means

 Simulated track densities agree with the observed ones
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FLUKA simulations6)  Experimental irradiation setups reproduced, 700000 events.
1) Irradiation facility at the CERN PS, proton beam of 24 GeV
2) Crystals’ shape/composition: PbWO4 24x24x230 mm3, Ce: LYSO 25x25x100 mm3

3) Scoring of quantities of interest inside the crystals
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   Conclusions:   FLUKA simulations yield fission track densities and track lengths consistent with measured ones. The FLUKA ratio of damage 
   amplitudes is consistent with measurements within uncertainties. FLUKA can be used to estimate the expected magnitude of hadron damage.
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Uncertainty contributions from    

         d, Lcut, <L>, dE/dx

From FLUKA:

Rμ = 2.5 ± 1.0  consistent

with measurement
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